
 

Therapies & Modalities 

 As a full service equine rehabilitation program, we offer a comprehensive and current variety of proven 

equine therapies such as:  

Acupuncture ~ to adjust and alter the body's energy flow into healthier patterns, and is used to treat 

a wide variety of illnesses and health conditions 

Chiropractic ~ system of diagnosis and treatment based on the concept that the nervous system 

coordinates all of the body's functions, and that disease results from a lack of normal nerve function. 

Equi-Stem Leg Saver ~ speeds up the rehabilitation for most of your horse’s health problems with use 

of micro current & Ting Point Therapy combined.  

Equine Touch ~ a non-diagnostic, noninvasive, energy and connective soft tissue discipline which 

works at a complete holistic level. 

Functional Ground Work~ Combines physical and psychological exercises to re-education and 

strengthen the equine athlete. 

Game Ready ~ simultaneously delivers dry cold and active compression. The compression accelerates 

reduction of swelling, minimizing pain, prevention of greater tissue damage.    

McLaren Photonic Laser Pen~ photonic therapy is basically the scientific application of light, to 

particular areas of the skin of increased electrical conductivity, to produce particular physiological results 

Sports Innovation “Impulse Line” & Centurion Products~ Pulsating Magnetic & Massage products 

increase circulation reduces muscle tension, inflammation & provides pain management for the entire spinal 

area, hoofs, legs and hocks. 

Theroscope 1000~ is a direct feedback micro current stimulation system that continuously read tissue 

resistance and adjusts its output to provide exactly the amount of current required to aid healing to specific 

areas being targeted. 

Conditioning ~ Through Euro Walker, Exercise track, Hand walking, Riding, Treadmill, Hills and 

trails, 150 x 250 all weathered footing arena allows The Yard to condition your horse year round… 

 

Each of the therapies, & modalities offered by The Yard has in common; to increase blood flow, to remove 

toxins and to heal faster.  Also provided is ice, wrapping, poultices and other supportive treatments.  
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